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Chapter 267 Give Him No Way Out

With one settled, Ceres was still in need of one more bridesmaid.

After the hypnosis incident, Nyla had been hiding from Ceres. They had never seen each other since then. Nyla was probably

avoiding her out of guilt.

Ceres naturally understood Nyla's thoughts.

She came to Nyla's company and directly pressed forward to Nyla's office.

When the secretary told Nyla that Ceres had come, she still could not believe it. Thus, at the time she saw Ceres come into the

office, Nyla was still a little embarrassed.

"Which brings you here?"

"If nothing has brought me here, would you be hiding from me for the rest of your life?"

Nyla lowered her head in shame, "I'm sorry, Ceres, I..."

After this incident, she had never apologized to Ceres in private.

"Forget it. It's all in the past. I'm fine now. Nyla, I came here today to invite you to be my bridesmaid." Ceres reached out and

grabbed Nyla's hand.

"Bridesmaid?"

Nyla was also very happy. She had never thought that Ceres would invite her to be the bridesmaid. She was even ready to not

be invited to the wedding.

She thought that she had lost Ceres forever.

"Yes, you and Alice are my best friends. My bridesmaids must be you two. Are you going to refuse me?" Ceres tilted her head

and narrowed her eyes as she looked at Nyla.

"No, of course not!" Nyla hurriedly shook her head and said, "I am more than willing to do it!"

So, the two looked at each other and smiled.

"Ceres, you don't blame me?" Nyla was still a little shy.

Ceres shook her head. "I don't blame you. It's all over. Besides, I am doing well now. But you and Johny..."

Ceres could tell that Nyla liked Johny. Otherwise, a loyal person like Nyla wouldn't have done the hypnosis to her.

"Hey," Nyla waved her hand rather elegantly, "It's hard to find a toad with three legs, but it's not difficult to find a man with two

legs! It will not be a problem for a natural beauty like me to have a date. So easy!"

Seeing Nyla like this, Ceres laughed.

They finally let go of the past.

"OK, then hurry up and find your date. Then we can go for travels and have childbirth at the same time. How perfect!"

Nyla suddenly covered her mouth with her hand and laughed, "I was wrong just now. Men not only have two legs. They have

three!"

Hearing Nyla's words, Ceres patted her on the head.

This shameless woman!

"I'd better let you get back to work. Bye!"

Watching Ceres leave, the smile on Nyla's face faded.

She opened the drawer and took out a photo.

It was a photo of her, but there was a side profile of Johny on it. It was accidentally taken. She had treasured this photo for many

years.

He was the man she had loved throughout her entire youth. And now, he was about to marry another girl.

She had dreamed of their wedding countless times, but it was impossible now.

Having not another destination, plus the group of bodyguards behind her was very eye-catching, Ceres decided to go home.

That night, Swedum was picked up by the Winsors. So only Ceres was at home. Johny only came back at around nine o'clock in

the evening.

They soon went to bed.

To Ceres's surprise, normally, Johny would make out with her at this time in the past. But today, he didn't do anything but just hug

her.

"Ceres, I have something to tell you."

"What is it?" Ceres knew that something must have happened. Otherwise, Johny wouldn't be so serious.

"It's about Kirs. The verdict of the case has come down. We have won. The court sentenced the Cosmos Group to stop their

infringement, and all the infringement products would be removed. They also need to apologize publicly and compensate the

Eagle Group for 300 million."

"Oh..."

Ceres said no more than a long drawl.

After all, she knew what this sentence meant.

In the past few years, the Cosmos Group had indeed developed very well, but it was too radical. The new products were

changing very quickly. Thus, when their new products were on the market, the old ones were basically unable to be sold.

Therefore, the Cosmos Group had always relied on the continuous release of new products to accumulate funds and maintain

the operation.

Recently, the two new products which were on sale recently were the key products of the Cosmos Group. Once they got off the

shelf, it would be a devastating blow to the Cosmos Group.

In addition, they needed to compensate 300 million. By that time, they would lack funds. Not to mention there would be great

damage to the reputation after they publicly apologized.

It was devastating.

However, it was Kirs who brought this upon himself.

"The court also said that the matter of him stealing the chip can also be filed for another lawsuit. But this lawsuit is for Kirs

himself, not the company," Johny added.

Ceres felt a little guilty for Kirs's current state.

If she had not appeared in court, it would not end up like this.

However, if she didn't do so, the Eagle Group would go bankrupt.

"Why don't you ask me what I plan to do?" Johny stroked Ceres's cheek.

He knew that Ceres would not feel good.

Ceres sighed and looked up at Johny, "Kirs lost everything because of himself. He is very talented, but he stole your chip and

took advantage of me again and again. All of this was his own choice. He should take the consequences himself."

Ceres leaned against Johny's chest. "He helped me a lot, so I only hope that you will give him a way out."

Johny understood what Ceres meant. "OK, I promise you."

In the Cosmos Group.

After the verdict, the media had immediately reported it. The Cosmos Group was in chaos. Many employees had long realized

that such a day would come and had quitted. The shares of the Cosmos Group had also fallen to the lowest point.

In just a few nights, the Cosmos Group was about to go bankrupt.

Sitting in his office, Kirs wanted to ask the secretary to make him a cup of tea. But then he found that the secretary had also

resigned.

An employee ran over and told him, "The shareholders want to see you, Mr. Kirs. They all look livid. You should be careful."

Kirs had long been prepared. He knew that once the lawsuit was lost, the shareholders would not let him off easily.

"Let them come."

"Besides, Mr. Kirs, this is a summons from the court."

Kirs took the summons from the court. It turned out that Johny had sued him.

His lips curled up slightly as his eyes were filled with hatred.

"It seemed that he is not going to spare me. Fine, Johny."

As soon as his voice fell, a group of shareholders rushed in, looking fierce.
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